March QI Newsletter
“Quality Improvement… Equipping you to improve”
Highlights - QI training programme, Latest QI news, monthly blog, Mentor
programme updates, external QI articles, Monthly QI quote, innovation
cave updates.

The NELFT Quality Improvement programme (NQIP)
NQIP Training Programmes
Quality Improvement is a systematic approach that uses a specific methodology to make care Safe,
Effective, Person-centred, Timely, Efficient and Equitable.
You will learn about the theory of quality improvement: planning projects, engaging and
motivating others, measurement, PDSA cycles and sustaining your improvements, and apply these
to a project within your work area. The teaching days will be interactive and will include both
presentations from our faculty as well as group activities and discussion.

NQIP Foundation 1 day Training
Find out how you can make a positive difference in health care on this 1 day Foundation course.
Our 1 day Introduction to QI Foundation is an interactive day delivering an overview of the QI
Methodology in bitesize chunks. The day includes lots of discussion, as well as fun activities.
Why do we always do it like that? There must be a better way!

Mentors Programme
This is a 5 day course over 6 months (1 full day and 4 half days) and is aimed at
staff who have completed the NQIP facilitators (or equivalent) programme.
NQIP Mentor Cohort 2
Graduations in 3rd April 2019 at the CEME boardroom please contact the QI team
if you would like to attend.

NQIP Mentor Cohort 3
Cohort applications are now open and starts 8 May 2019
Please see www.nelft.nhs/qi-training

Facilitators Cohort 8 Day 5
The day starts as
always full of
positive
expectations

Team
building an
important
part of QI

Tell me about
your QI project

Cohort 8 day 5 and our final day of training in the classroom and the start off the
journey to making Quality improvement sustainable within NELFT and the wider
NHS for everyone who attended this cohort. We are now looking forward to
cohort 8 graduation day on the 3rd of March 2019 CEME centre boardroom

Facilitators Cohort 9 Day 4
Day 4 will focus on creativity and generating change ideas; watch this
space for pictures of the day in April’s newsletter following a most
exciting and creative day.

Facilitators cohort 10 day 1 and 2
Feedback from the day
Doesn’t matter where
you are in the
organisation you can
learn from each other

Day 1 starts seriously

Gave the
power back to
staff – found it
empowering

Then gets you
thinking
And then you start to
look at your service
differently

More feedback
Really friendly,
approachable QI team
and relaxed teaching
environment

Until by day 2 you start
to see where the
problems are and where
you can make
improvements

Days 1 and 2 introduces the model for improvement and looks at helping attendee’s find what needs
improving within their services and start to formulate a SMART Aim. Teaching encourages attendee’s to
look at who their stakeholders are and what baseline data to start collecting. Process mapping and
driver diagrams and measurement and variation are key components of days 1and 2

QIAC Cohort 5

Graduation 29th may 2019
Plan, Do, Act,
Study cycle using
tennis ball game

Save the date

QIAC 6 day 1

The winning team needed
to look at the process and
see how they could
improve the process

Who knew there were so many steps
to boil an egg?

Process mapping
helping to find
problems. Who
knew QI
foundation
training would be
so much fun.

Quality Improvement Accelerated Care Planning Cohort 6
It was great to welcome the new team’s joining cohort 6 of QIAC. We used different learning
styles to keep the day interesting. The programme helps teams to use QI methodology to ensure
all patients individual care plans have the 5 elements incorporated into them. The 5 elements are
Consent & Capacity, Social Situation, Collaborative, Risk Assessment, and Recovery focused.

QI Drop-In Clinic
This is an opportunity for you to speak to the QI team about how to get involved in
QI. You are very welcome to simply drop-in for a cup of tea and a chat, to use the
opportunity for general discussion and networking, or you can book a 121 with one
of the QI team to discuss any specific queries or issues.
Wednesday 13th March 2019, 10.00am – 12.00pm, CEME, Meeting Room 3
To book a 1:2:1 slot during a clinic session please email the team at QI@nelft.nhs.uk

Monthly QI Blog
A day in the life of a QI practitioner being on secondment
in the QI Team…
As my secondment nears its end I thought I would just share a few lines of advice for anyone considering
taking up a secondment.
My name is Jeremy marcantel and my job role is a quality improvement practitioner within the QI team on
a 12 month secondment.
Have I enjoyed the secondment? And Would I ever consider another secondment?
The answer is yes, I have very much enjoyed the opportunity that was given to me and I have already
accepted a new 1 year secondment. The new secondment is a joint role as transformational lead in
Havering for 3 days a week and 2 days a week returning to my role as a health visitor within Havering.
So what will I do differently this time around and what advice would I give others considering taking up a
secondment.
 The first thing I did was to research the role and get an understanding of the role, who I would be
working with and the kind of workload I could expect. I spoke to others already working in this role
and gained a unique insight into the role.
 Secondly I started preparing for the role by attending transformational meetings and reading
materials on transformation and arranging meeting with other transformational leads. I then
started to plan, I would advise anyone considering taking up a secondment to plan, plan and plan
again.
 Make a structured plan, but be prepared for change as you progress into your placement, never
abandon your plan just adapt it as the placement brings new learning opportunity’s. Utilise your
time at one to ones to discuss how you’re getting on in your new role and how you want to
improve and move forward.
 Re- look at your career goals and think about how the secondment could help you work towards
them and what new skills you can develop whilst on the secondment. Ensure you book time with
your host manager for regular catch up sessions in order to review progress and see if anything
could be improved on, enabling you to stay on track. Ask for help: never be afraid to ask for help as
a secondment gives the opportunity to learn, adapt and deliver within your new role.
 Seeking help will allow you to develop new skills in IT and its software as well as managing new
situation and people in ways you may never have encountered before.
 Grow your network; follow up people you connect with by email and stay in contact. Keep a diary
with lists of contacts for future use.
 Gather feedback and don’t take constructive feedback personally, as it’s there to help develop you
so never be afraid to ask for it.
 Stay in touch with your old team and line manager, this helps reduce anxiety when retuning. It will
also help you formulate a plane for return to your practice
 Finish your placement off by debriefing, looking at what went well and what could have gone
better and leave with a clear understanding of what you achieved during your secondment.
 Finally use the new skills learned; look for new opportunity’s allowing you to use your new skills,
both within the team you are returning to and into the future when looking for career
advancement. And most important enjoy your time on secondment.

This Month’s Article

Innovation adoption fund for patient safety
UCL Partners are offering innovators and adopters across their partnership the opportunity to bid for a
share of £50,000 to help spread and implement innovations to improve patient safety.
Individuals, teams or organisations across our partnership that want to roll out or adopt innovations can bid for up
to £10,000 of funding to support their work.
This new fund aims to plug the gap that exists for those wishing to implement existing innovations and
improvements or work with potential adopters to further test their innovation.

What’s on offer?
Funding of up to £10,000 per team is available to support:


The adoption of an innovation or improvement intervention



The spread of an innovation or improvement intervention to one or more adopter sites



The testing and refining of an innovation or improvement intervention in partnership with one or more adopter
sites

What types of innovations will be considered?
Applications will be considered for both innovations and improvement interventions. By this, we mean a new (or
the incremental change of an existing) practice, treatment, technology, process, care pathway or service that aims
to improve health and care. This round of funding is focused on supporting patient safety innovations and
improvements that reduce harm to patients.
If you would like a discussion about whether your idea could be considered under this fund, please contact John
Illingworth, Head of Patient Safety at John.Illingworth@UCLPartners.com or on 020 3108 2330.

How to apply?
Download an application form and submit your completed form to
iris.tsikimi@uclpartners.com. Applications close midday 11 March 2019.
Please read the Notes for Applicants before completing your application.
Shortlisted applicants will be invited to a pitch day on Friday 22 March, where they will need to present their idea
to an expert panel who will decide how funds are awarded. Awards may be made for a different amount to the
sum being requested at the panel’s discretion.

https://uclpartners.com/what-we-do/patient-safety/innovation-adoption-fund/

NELFT and QI go to Brussels

NELFT joined the Healthcare Improvement Alliance Europe (HIAE) alliance last year, this network is ran by
the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI).
The last event was in London but this time I was fortunate enough to travel to Brussels for two days of
exploring, networking, sharing and learning as part of an event with 57 people from 28 organisations and
10 countries!
I arrived in a Brussels on a wet Sunday morning, having decided to get the early train so I would have time
to ‘be a tourist’! I managed to find my way to two museums and indulge in the Belgian delicacies of frites
with mayonnaise and a waffle, and have a general wander and explore before making my way to the hotel
for an early night.
The event began on the Monday morning. We were made very welcome by our Belgian hosts
(https://www.paqs.be) - and even before the event started had begun to have lots of interesting
conversations, with Iceland, Wales and ELFT represented at our table.

The morning begun with more networking- I was reunited and met new colleagues from Northern Ireland
as well as other trusts in England. It is inspiring to hear about work that other organisations are doing, to
discuss and reflect on our similar challenges and also to feel reassured and proud of some of the work that
we are doing in NELFT.
After lunch we had a session on person centred care with Professor Kris Vanhaecht from Belgium. Many
people in the room were moved to tears as we watched a film about Vivian’s #mangomoments. Please take
a few minutes to watch the video which can be accessed here. It may well bring a tear to your eye; it will
certainly make you truly reflect on what matters most to patients.
We then separated for site visits. I chose to visit the Brussels Regional Health Ministry to find out more
about their first comprehensive health plan. We may well think our English NHS is complex, but we were all
flabbergasted at the level of complexity in the Belgian system where healthcare is organised by language
(French speaking, Flemish/Dutch speaking, or German speaking) and where there are a number of different
health ministries. We were also surprised at the level of poverty in Brussels, with 35% living close or
beneath the poverty line. The team spoke passionately about their work to produce a collaborative plan
through consensus, and of the important of relationship building to achieve this.
The following day we started with our reflections from the site visits and we then heard from a hospital
who has achieved very impressive results through the Lean approach to improvement. Whilst we don’t
specifically use this methodology at NELFT many of our projects have focussed on reducing waste (often
time) or improving efficiency in the system, so it was interesting to see their work and how they have
measured the impact of this.
We then separated into breakout groups. I decided to join the ‘improving population health’ group. We had
some fascinating discussions about how we should try to address this, taking a whole systems, preventative
approach to healthcare. This is in the belief that a focus on preventing, rather than dealing with, ill-health is
better for patient outcomes, as well as reducing costs in the system. We all reflected on actions we could
take forward in our own organisations, in our geographies/ systems and as an alliance. I will take some of
these ideas back to the team- watch this space!
We finished with a ‘leadership surgery’- reflecting on some of the challenges and decisions that face as QI
leads within our organisations. As I said above, there were many great ideas that I will take back to discuss
and think about. But it also reassured me on the approach that we have taken to build QI at NELFT!
So a fab two days! Lots to bring back for further reflection and discussion. And lots of new networks to
follow up on! And now to get planning for NELFT representation at the next Alliance meeting in Recjavik in
June!
Further info on the HIAE is available here. Please also follow #IHIhiae for updates and tweets from the
meeting.

Laura Stuart-Neil, Lead for Quality Improvement/ Lead for Allied Health Professions
Laura.stuart-neil@nelft.nhs.uk, @laurajstuart

QI Quote of the Month

There should never be a day where we don’t consider quality and every day should
focus on improvement
Jeremy Marcantel

CONTACT US…

For further information or how to apply for any of the
above contact the QI team via:
QI@nelft.nhs.uk
Or
www.nelft.nhs.uk/quality-improvement
And remember to follow us on Twitter: @nelftqip

